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Humans have all sorts of feelings …

We show our feelings in our faces, in how we move and what we say. 

Animals feel things as well
but – though they hoot or bark or squawk –

unlike humans, they can’t talk.

We share our world with animals and so it’s  
good for me and you to understand their feelings, too.  

Let’s start by watching what they do … 

sad 

grumpy loving playful scared

excited lonely happy 

I can’t speak. I squeak, 
squeak, squeak!



Friends help to calm the monkey down  
by picking fleas from off its fur. 

They make their peace and get to eat  
a juicy little jungle treat.

Yummy fleas!  
Yes please.

A monkey might feel grumpy
if another monkey takes its fruit.

It might scream and bare its teeth, 
thump the ground and run around.

A big, toothy grin might be  
nice coming from your best 
friend but from a monkey it 
could mean trouble. Monkeys 
sometimes show their teeth 

when they’re angry.

Monkeys brush  

and clean each other’s  

fur after getting angry,  

just like you might hug  

someone to make up  

after falling out. 



A horse will feel especially happy 
with some friends it really likes.

When they’re playing, rats will squeak.
They make a happy cheep, cheep, cheep. 

When horses meet to say hello,
their happy feelings really show! 

Happy horses nuzzle  
and gently rub each  

other’s necks and faces. Pet rats often squeak when 
they’re happy, just like you might 

laugh when you’re tickled!  
This noise is too high-pitched  
for us humans to hear though.

Playtime is  
cheeping time! 


